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10 September 2018 

Mr. John Greenewald, Jr. 
27305 West Live Oak Road 
Suite 1203 
Castaic, CA 91384 

Reference: EOM-2018-00327 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 

Washington, D.C. 20505 

This is a final response to your correspondence of 8 February 2018 requesting an 
Executive Order 13526 mandatory declassification review request for the following 
document: 

Office of Scientific and Weapons Research, Central Intelligence Agency, "China: The 
Galaxy-11 Computer and Nuclear-Related Research," dated August 3, 1994. 

We have completed a thorough search of our records and determined that the document 
may be released in sanitized form. We have deleted material that must remain classified 
on the basis of Section 1.4( c) of the Order. Additional information must be withheld 
because withholding is authorized and warranted under applicable law as provided by 
Section 3 .5( c) of the Order. Enclosed is a copy showing our deletions and citing our 
exemptions. 

As the CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator, I am the CIA official responsible for these 
determinations. You have the right to appeal this response to the Agency Release Panel in my 
care, within 90 days from the date of this letter. Should you choose to do this, please include 
the basis of your appeal. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Allison Fong 
Information and Privacy Coordinator 

Enclosure 
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SPECIAL INTELLIGENCE REPORT 
Office of S cientific and Weapons Research 

3 August /994 

CHINA: The Galaxy-H Computer and Nuclear-Related Research 

~ 
- ~IS 

MICROFILM£;_ 
Nuclear-weapons-related work took place on a Gala.xy-1/ computer at 
the Beijing National Meteorological Centerf 

\ JOTihe possible explanations 
for this activity, the niost plausible involves software testing by Chinese 
nuclear weapons researchers in preparation for the receipt of their own 
Galaxy-/!. The indigenously developed Galaxy-/! is an adequate high
performance computer for meteorology and nuclear weapon~· modeling, 
but falls farshort of current US an, Japanese supercomputer 
performance levels. I _ 

Reported Nuclear-RelateLd_A_c_ti -vi-tie_s_al- NMC FilM fiEJ C/cfA lltit.ttif '11/A 

----~----~.itheNMC's Galaxy-ll is the second to be built: the 
first Galaxy- II !sat the military-affiliated institute in Changsha where it was 

_produ~.:ed , und !he thirdrnachine is to be delivered to IAPCM in November 1994. 

NMC weather-fore~.:asting work o~.:cupied the Galaxy-II for at 
~~~ea_s_t ~fo_u_r~to-s-ix-,h'o_u_rs-· p~er day. . . ~ 

~ 

A mnge of sc.:enarios ~.:ould c::xplain the reported nudear-related c.:omputational 
activities at the NMC: 

• The sL:ientists from lAPCM ~:auld have been running test programs and/or 
portions of their nuc.:lear modeling hydro~:odes on the NMC Galaxy-!! to gain 
experi!:nc.:e with the c.:omputer before their institute re~.:eives its own machine. 
This is the most likely scenario-it is precisely what US weapon designers 
often do to learn in advance how to optimize use of a new computer system 
before they take delivery and can rutlfull nuclear simulations in their own 
secure facilities. 
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• The IAPCM researchers could have used the Galaxy-ll at NMC for actual nuclear 
design work. This is less likely, but possible. The NMC Galaxy is located in a 
relatively open institute and is part of a network with many other computers. 
Chinese nuclear modeling on the machine at NMC would run some risk of 
detection by nonnuclear researchers, including foreign personnel. Nevertheless, 
even part·time computational access to the Galaxy at NMC could help IAPCM 
designers accelerate progress on their projects, and they might judge the risks of 
detection to be acceptable. 

.........._jL------~ 

If the most probable l'cenario is correct and the Chinese nuclear modelers were 
running tesl programs (or code fragments) primarily to gain experience with the 
Galaxy-11, then their use of NMC computerl· would probabluruLwhen..IAE.C~ 
receives its own Gala:rv in Jntp 1994. On the other handJ _ __ __ _j 

INMC facilities l:ave clearly been used to support 
L...c~h~l-=n--ce-=-se.,...,...n.,..u...,c...-le:-ca--cr-w_e_a_p ___ o_n_s_r--:-es::-:-'earch. If a Cray computer at NMC were diverted to such 

uses, it would be of significantly greater utility than the Galaxy-II to the Chinese in 
their nuclear com utations. Safeguards could detect, but not prevent, such a diversion 
in place. 

L------~ 

Technical Analysis-The Chinese Galaxy-U 

NMC researchers have been using an indigenously developed Chinese high-performance 
como.uter. the_G aln v- I, since October 1993, according to open Chinese publications and 

The Galaxy-II is on an NMC network where it is front-ended by a 
L,.,...-_o-n~g~i-n_rru __ ,...c-ro_c_o_m_p ...... uter and can share data with other US and Chinese systems. 

Development.of the Galaxy-11 computer began in 1986 at the National Defense 
University of Science and Technology in Changsha. In 1988 the NMC contracted to 
acquire the rust production-model Galaxy-II for use in its medium-range weather 
forecasting work. TIJe development of the Galaxy-11 has been relatively slow as 
compared with prQgress in the Western high-performance computing industry during 
the past decadc.C \ 

The Galaxy-II is, according to published specifications, a four-processor computer with a 
clock rate of 20 nanoseconds (equival~:nt to 50 megahertz}--slower even than a 1978-
vintage Cray-1 ( 12.5 ns) , and far behind current high-end Ja~an:~e and Crav svsrems 
(which are in the: 4-ns area). According to the Chinese pressl . 
the Galaxy-II has a total shared main memory size of 256 meLgc-ca...,.,.y7te-:s-be;::cc:tt-::-e:-r--:-t-;:-h-:-a --:-n -:-a-~ 
Cray-1 but much Jess than current Western supercomputers. The Chinese state that the 
Ga!axy-11 has two independent 10-megabit-pcr-second input/output (1/0) subsystems-
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which if true is very slow and likely to be a significant limitation for users who need to 
move large data sets through the system. Overall, the Chinese have claimed that the 
Galaxy-Il can perform 400 million 64-bit floating-point operations per second 
(MFLOPS). I ~hat each processor of a Galaxy-11 can 
achieve 400 MFWPS, givtn its slow clock rate, small main memory size, and limited 
110 bandwidth, the four-processor Galaxy-// as a whole probably can achieve only a 
composile theoretical performance (CTP) of 400 to 500 million theoretical operations 
per second (MTOPS). The Galaxy-1/'s performance thus falls jar short of current
generation Western supercomputers; it is comparable to that of today's high-end 
scientific/engineering workstations, now available in the West for under $JOO,OOO. c:=J 

The Galaxy-// is an adequate computer for medium-range numerical weather 
forecasting, but Chinese meteorologists almost cef'Ulinly would prefer to have faster, 
reliable, easier-to-use Cray systems. Most computational weather centers around the 
world use Crdy systems, so compatible hardware would enable the Chinese to share 
software and algorithms much more easily with their colleagues. A Japanese 
supercomputer would be a second choice for meteorological applications, but 
significantly behind a Cray in utl ity and ~equiring additional investment of time and 
software development resources. 

The Chinese have stated openly that they plan to build a 
successor machine, the Galaxy-Ill . This future computer is to be a massively parallel 
system with 128 processors initially. and will ultimately use up to a thousand processors. 
It will probably rely heavily on Western components. The scheduled date for 
completion of the first Galaxy-III is 1998, and the ultimate design perfonnam;e is 
claimed to be many billions of floating-point operations per second. The slow 
production schedule of the Galaxy-Ill assures that, even if it is finished on time, it will 
be eclipsed by Western advanced workstations and will not be competitive with future 
US or Japanese supercomputers. 

L__ ____ _, 
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